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The Roadmap Educator  Guide

Hey there!

Starting a conversation isn’t easy—we should know, 
we’ve had over 500 of them. That’s why we rely on 
people like you to inspire future generations as they try 
to find their paths in life. Every young person wonders 
about the future and how to take the first step, and 
sometimes they need help asking the right questions. 

Roadtrip Nation Education is committed to helping 
students define their own roads in life by showing 
students how to combine their unique interests to create 
future academic and career opportunities. Using the 
Roadmap, you can create a dialogue with young people 
about their future endeavors, and the steps needed to 
begin making their aspirations a reality.

This guide was made possible by:

See you on the road!



LET GO
When you start picturing your future, there’s a lot that crowds the 
dream. When you “let go,” you shed the messages that are trying 
to steer you in a direction you may not want to go. 

Lead a discussion by selecting one, or several, 
leader interviews to show to students. Discussion 
questions are listed below each leader description to 
help guide your conversation.

What interests did Pat combine when he became a physical therapist?

Pat’s career path proves that “your IQ is not nearly as important as your ‘I will.’” Describe 
a time you used your “I will” instead of your IQ to overcome an obstacle or challenge. 

List at least four of your interests and create a job or invention that combines two of them. 
Use Pat’s example to guide you. 

Notes:

“I believe life should be a 
bold and daring adventure.”
Pat Croce
Entrepreneur/Sports Team Executive/Author
roadtripnation.com/leader/pat-croce/pat-croce-
highlight

1. Ask students to write a response to or discuss the following questions:     

 • Who or what is trying to influence the direction of your life?    

 •   Everyone feels unsure about their future. What are three questions you   

 have about building your future?

2. The Roadtrip Nation Interview Archive is filled with thousands of 

conversations between young people and leaders in many industries. 

Choose one or all of the interviews below to share with your students 

on a projector. After playing the video, have students respond to the 

questions beneath each interview through discussion or in writing. 

THE BIG IDEA

WHAT TO DO: 

Video Length 1:05



LET GO

How did Maribel take what she did as a child and turn it into a career?

What is Maribel’s philosophy on money and hard work? How can you use her philosophy 
to help you choose a career or education path?

Maribel knew what she didn’t want to do, and that actually helped her figure out what 
she wanted to do. List at least five jobs or careers you wouldn’t want to do, and explain 
why each job or career wouldn’t make you happy. 

How did Beverly’s life experience and skills prepare her to run a museum?

A “calling” is a strong inner urge to do something. How is a “calling” different from a 
job?

Beverly challenges the road-trippers to just do something instead of not trying at all. 
Describe a time you overcame self-doubt to try something new. 

“When you enjoy what you do, you put your passion 
in, and you work so hard that money will come.”

“Don’t feel that because you’re still seeking, or because 
you’re not really sure, that you’ve got to know right now. It’s 
a quest, and for some of us, it’s a life-long quest.”

Maribel Lieberman 
Founder, MarieBelle Fine Treats and Chocolates
roadtripnation.com/leader/maribel-lieberman/
maribel-lieberman-highlight 

Beverly Robertson
Executive Director, National Civil Rights Museum
roadtripnation.com/leader/beverly-robertson/beverly-
robertson-highlight

Notes:

Video Length 1:04

Video Length 0:59



LET GO

Even successful individuals like Kevin are told by others that they can’t do certain 
things. List some phrases you’ve heard from those around you that negatively affected 
you or your ideas about your future.

Kevin can trace his joy all the way back to playing with a red rubber ball. Describe what 
you used to do as a child that brought you joy, and explain why it was fun for you. 

What is one symbol of your childhood joy? Sketch it or find a picture of it and explain 
what it represents to you. 

“You have to be willing to put your 
dream out on the street.”
Kevin Carroll
The Katalyst, Nike 
roadtripnation.com/leader/kevin-carroll/kevin-
carroll-highlight 

Notes:

Video Length 0:40



DEFINE
By using the Roadmap, you can explore future possibilities 
based around your interests and your foundation. 

Show students how to complete the Roadmap by selecting 
your own foundation and interests. Then, have students 
define their own roads by completing the Roadmap and 
discovering leaders. 

1.    Explain to students that they will be using Roadtrip Nation’s  
       Roadmap to help them explore and define their foundation and   
       interests. 

roadtripnation.com/roadmap

2.    Pull up Roadtrip Nation’s Roadmap tool on the projector by using   
       the link provided. Click the green “Define Your Road” button to get  
       started.

3.   Read students the phrase that appears above the listed foundations: It  
       doesn’t matter what I’m doing, as long as I’m… Ask students to raise their hands if  
      they see a foundation they have questions about. Be prepared to explain the  
       various foundations.

Notes:

THE BIG IDEA

WHAT TO DO: 



DEFINE
4.    Select your own foundation and explain to students how you   
        incorporate that foundation into your life.

5.   Read students the phrase that appears above the listed interests: I lose track  
       of time when I’m learning about… Ask students to raise their hands if they see an  
      interest they have questions about. 

6.   Select one of your own interests and explain to students how you incorporate  
       that interest into your life.  

Notes:



DEFINE
7.    Select another interest and explain how you incorporate that   
       interest into your life.

Read the final sentence to your students: My road is all about __ while exploring  
the worlds of __ and __. Explain to students how you live your road in your daily 
life through your hobbies, your job, or your weekend activities.

8. 

When students complete the Roadmap, they will discover leaders who 
represent the real-life combination of their interests and foundation. Show 
students these living examples of leaders in the Interview Archive and in their 
own communities, paying special attention to the interests and foundation 
they align with.

9.  

Notes:



DEFINE
10.  Remind students that they can change their roads if they want to  
        see other career possibilities.

11.  Instruct students to complete the Roadmap tool and answer the   
       following questions in writing:

• What is your road? Draw it or write about it.

• What are three careers you would like to know more about that align 

with your road?

• Which leader would you be most interested in talking to about your 

road? Explain why. 

• Name two leaders who have occupations that include one of your 

interests. Explain how each leader uses this interest in his/her 

occupation.

• Name two college majors your community leaders studied that align to 

your road.  

12.  Instruct students to answer the following questions by viewing the community  
        leader profiles on the right-hand side. 

Notes:



BECOME
There are many ways you can take the next step toward following your 
road. 

Notes:

THE BIG IDEA

1. Ask students to explain the difference between an opportunity and having 

a step-by-step plan. 

2. Introduce My Harrison and explain that her career path is a combination 

of education, goals, and opportunities. After playing the video, have 

students respond to the questions listed below through discussion or 

in writing.

What were the steps My took to become an FBI agent? 

What opportunities arose that helped My along her path?

What are three classes you could take that would help you explore your road?

What is one opportunity you hope to have that will help you follow your road?

“You need a plan.”
My Harrison
Section Chief, FBI
roadtripnation.com/leader/my-harrison/my-
harrison-highlight

Lead a discussion with students about the next steps they can 
take in defining their own roads.

WHAT TO DO: 

Video Length 1:02


